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Pacifican staff is ready to report to wo rk
The Pacifican

Welcome back Tigers!
As we embark on a new
semester The Pacifican staff
looks forward to bringing
our readers an even better
publication. Elizabeth Vigil,
former Managing Editor,
is the new Editor-in-Chief,
while Amber Prochaska
moves up to Managing Edi
tor from her former position
as News Editor. We are an
entirely student run publica
tion and we hope to address,

this semester, all the impor lecture, activities for Black
tant issues relevant to the History Month, ASUOP
Pacific community.
events, Greek activities and
We encourage students other newsworthy events.
interested in taking part of Arts and Entertainment will
The Pacifican to write letters keep you informed with
to the editor with their con what is hot and what is not,
cerns. It can be a global issue new movie and music re
that affects everyone, like our leases, as well as the weekly
eminent war on Iraq or local horoscope. Pacific Perspec
concerns like the parking tives, formerly Opinion, will
situation on campus; EV allow students and faculty to
ERYONE has a voice at The express their views and opin
Pacifican.
ion on any subject (providing
Some of the things the they use proper language for
News section will cover this publication). Like always,
semester include Spike Lee's the Sports section will keep

you informed of the latest
Tiger games and their out
come.
The Pacifican gives a heart
felt thanks to our adviser Dr.
Keith Hilton for all his sup
port. Also, we would not be
able to survive if we did not
have a strong business and
advertising side, who keeps
us printing and pay the bills.
We would also like to thank
the Publications Board, Presi
dent De Rosa, Julie Sina and
others who willingly contrib
ute to The Pacifican and help
us improve our operations.

With this, we woul^ y
say that we are
all of our loyal readers J
hope to make this s^J
the best in Pacifican histujl
Our staff is open to "U^l
tions and is looking 0rM
blood to come in, nex v I
year, to replace graduafj
seniors.
Those intersj-j
can pick up an apph<^p4ioj
the Communication Depd
ment or in The Pacific-' lofla
located in the Sou*
|
courtyard.

Ladies Formal Recruitment took place on
Jan. 15-19. This year the ladies added an i n(Left to right) Kap
formational night which explained each of
pa Alpha Theta's
Kristine Nethers
the house's service projects properly entitl ed|
Delta Gamma's
"Philanthropy Night." Men's Formal recruitJaime Bremner,
Delta Delta Delta's ment proceeded on Jan. 19-25. Congratulate ion<|
Lyndsay Garland
.....
.
.
•
and Alpha Phi s
to the men and ladies who went through th is
Rosie Baicunas
year's Formal Recruitment. Choosing to eake \
participated in this
year's Recruitment part in Greek Life and other organizations oni
as Rho chi's.
campus is a great way to kick off the New Yeail
Photo by
Georgette Rodarakis

Peace rally draws students
By Daniel Bowman Simon

Staff Writer

Photos by Stuart Krengel

(Top) Junior, Liam Bocardo displays his enthusiasm in front of the
large sea of peace protesters. (Bottom) Children at the rally send a
message to Pres. Bush.

Jan. 18 brought swarms
of peace-loving people to
San Francisco in celebration
of Martin Luther King Jr.'s
birthday, joining people in
38 countries across the globe
in a rapidly increasing peace
movement.
With the temperature a
comfortable 55 F and a nice
breeze running down Market
Street, the crowd was exhila
rated. Discrepancies arose
regarding crowd numbers.
The police estimated 50,000
marchers, while organizers
International Act Now to
Stop War and End Racism
(A.N.S.W.E.R.) reported over
200,000 people committed to
peace.
Unlike the anti-war move
ment of the '60s, whose core
was college-aged students, in
this burgeoning peace-move
ment it was evident there is
no central core demographic.
Elementary school students
and their teachers, former
G.I.s and returned Peace

Corps volunteers, flight at
tendant union members,
transvestites,
Christians,
Jews, Muslims, Caucasians,
Asians, Hispanics, Blacks,
Democrats, Republicans and
Independents were all repre
sented.
Of course many college
students participated, includ
ing at least 20 from Pacific.
Sophomore Jenn Plessmeyer,
stayed up late the night be
fore. She borrowed a Dutch
proverb in designing a shirt
that voiced her sentiments:
"When two sides quarrel,
both are to blame."
The "sea of peace" flowed
down Market Street to the
Civic Center. There, many
high profile speakers includ
ing Grammy-winning singer
Bonnie Raitt, West Wing's
"President Bartlet" Martin
Sheen and Calif.
Congresswoman Barbara
Lee spoke out against the
war. They urged the crowd
to increase their activism
and educate their friends
about the benefits of peace
and the dangers of war, and

reminded people to ser a
ters, emails and make p
calls to their represen r a :
in Wash, who are involve:
policy-making.
Some DJs and music:::
including SPAZ, with a
tionary flatbed
rig sc.
system, pumped out tu;
for those who still had
ergy to dance for peace.
Junior Stuart Krengel he came "with little kn;
edge of the peace mover
and its aspects, but left it
ing a sense of peace and
avoiding war is possible.
The next march is scl |
uled for Feb. 15 to ma::
peace events around
world.
To find more informat:
on the peace moveme
launch your web-brov ers to commondreams.or:
MoveOn.org,
indymedia.org.
For local events, and :
information of car-pool i
to San Francisco, contact t
Peace & Justice Network
San Joaquin County at 4r~
4455.
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DeRosa's rapid recovery
Ry Flizobeth Carranza
Staff Writer

President Donald DeRosa
was diagnosed with the early
stages of prostate cancer, this
past October The cancer was
found relatively early, there
fore he had the choice of go
ing through surgery instead
of radiation. Shortly after
DeRosa was diagnosed with
the cancer, he let the board
members and the Pacific
community know about his
health problem and his deci
sion to go through surgery.
Once the Pacific commu
nity learned about DeRosa's
diagnosis, staff, faculty and
students immediately began
to show signs of concern and
well being towards the Presi
dent. DeRosa had the chance
to observe personally how
caring the Pacific community
actually is.
"I feel blessed to be part of
a community like this," said
DeRosa.
While Pacific's student
body was preparing for
finals, DeRosa was sched
uled to undergo a delicate

surgery. The surgery was
originally set for Dec. 12, but
had to be pushed back until
the following day.
The surgery was a four
hour procedure that took
place at UCSF hospital. Af
ter the successful surgery,
DeRosa spend two days in
the hospital before he was
able to return home to Stock
ton.
DeRosa had the chance to
get some much-needed rest
during winter break.
"Holiday break gave me
the chance to focus on my
self and the recovery," said
DeRosa.
DeRosa has had such an
outstanding recovery that
he was able to come back to
work on Jan. 2, which was
something that he truly did
not expect to do. " I've been
surprised at how rapid my
recovery has gone," said
DeRosa.
The President's family has
also been a very important
source in his recovery, be
cause they have been there
for support and encourage
ment since day one. The

Pacific community has also
done its best to let the Presi
dent know that they too are
concerned and send their
best wishes to him.
DeRosa was glad to report
to staff, faculty and students
that he received an excellent
prognosis on his pathology
report on Christmas Eve. He
is very happy that everything
is going so good and that he
is feeling great.
After going through this
negative health experience
DeRosa is successfully plac
ing it in the past but it has
taught him many positive
things. For instance, to ap
preciate more the things
you have such as family and
friends. It also taught him
that Pacific is truly a caring
community, which he is very
thankful for.
"I simply thank the Pacific
community for their support,
prayers and encouragement,
both before the surgery
and since the surgery. I am
certain it has had a positive
effect on my rapid recovery,"
said DeRosa.

Spike Lee comes to Pacific
films
including
"Jungle one that is often called angry,
Fever," "The Original Kings brilliant, or controversial, but
Spike Lee is one of the film of Comedy," "Malcolm X," it is often left out that he is
industries most respected "Clockers," "Summer of Sam one of America's most talent
and controversial talents and Crooklyn," as well as the ed, intelligent, and original
is scheduled to come visit critically acclaimed "Do The filmmakers."
Dave Belman from ASUOP
the Pacific community to Right Thing," for which he
said,
"We like to bring indi
received
three
Golden
Globe
present an evening entitled,
viduals
who challenge their
nominations
as
well
as
Oscar
"America Through My Lens"
world
as
well as our world.
nomination,
and
the
feature
on Wednesday, Feb. 5 at the
It
is
a
great
opportunity for
length
documentary,
"4
Little
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
students
to
listen
to a person
Girls,"
which
he
directed
The event is sponsored and
with
a
unique
perspective
of
and
produced
for
HBO,
and
produced by ASUOP and
America."
which
earned
him
his
second
co-sponsored by the James
Ted Robb from ASUOP
Irvine Foundation Diversity Oscar nomination. His most
said,
"It is awesome for
recent
film,
"25th
Hour,
"
star
Grant, the African American
someone
of his caliber to
ring
Ed
Norton,
has
already
Student Union and the Divi
come
and
inspire the artistic
begun
talk
of
another
pos
sion of Student Life.
students
here
at Pacific. He
sible
Oscar
nominations
and
Producer, director, writer
will
definitely
be artistically
and actor Spike Lee has es is currently in theatres.
enriching
as
well."
Greg
Lehr,
Associate
Di
tablished himself as one of
The lecture will begin at
Hollywood's most important rector of Student Activities
5:30
p.m. and doors will open
and influential filmmakers said, "Whether or not you
at
4:30
p.m. Admission for
over the past decade. His like Spike Lee or have ever
this
lecture
is free. Due to an
work is technically original, even seen one of his films
anticipated
large audience,
politically inspired and often is irrelevant. You'll have an
the
lecture
will
be filmed and
highly controversial. Since opinion about him as an in
the
Recital
Hall
will be open
his film debut in 1986 with dividual. Over the course of
with
a
projector
screen
show
"She's Gotta Have It," Lee his eclectic career, the media
ing
the
lecture.
has directed or produced has created about him an
many critically acclaimed almost mythical persona,
Pacific Media Relations

Diane
Cancii
A Shining Secretaiy
until they were both
in grammar school.
She then decided to
work in the office
at her children's
school.
In 1992, Canciini
returned to Pacific
working for the
Success Program.
At the time, this was
the only program
on campus that was
supported by the
Photo by Georgette Rodarakis
U.S. Department of
Education. At this
By Jessico Wakefield
point,
Canciini felt like
Tiger Paw Editor
she needed a bit more job
Lock her in a cubicle and stability and needed to get
she will suffocate. Let her away from "politics and
interact with people and paperwork."
In 1998, Canciini made
she will shine. The Com
what
she considers "the
munication
Department
best
decision
[she] has ever
has run like clockwork
made,"
and
transferred
to
since 1998 when Diane
Pacific's
Communication
Canciini began as secre
Department.
tary.
Diane's job description is
Canciini is more than an
a
unique
one. She says she
administrative
assistant;
likes
to,
"keep harmony
she is the cheerleader of the
in
the
building
and keep
department, greeting every
things
on
an
even
keel."
student and professor with
Answering
phones,
or
a warm smile.
dering
supplies,
helping
Canciini was born in
Stockton, in a house where fellow faculty members, as
her mother still lives today. well as directing and help
She was a part of the very ing students is what she
first graduating class of does on a daily basis.
Most
importantly
Stagg High School. This
though,
Canciini
is able
provided her with won
interact
with
people.
She
derful memories of a very
really
enjoys
talking
to
new
spirited and proud class.
After graduation, Can and familiar faces and en
ciini attended Stockton joys the interaction that she
College, which was a junior receives from each friendly
college located on Pacific's face that walks into her of
campus. Stockton College fice.
"I am very fortunate,
later changed its name and
said
Canciini. "I feel very
moved to its current loca
blessed."
tion at Delta College.
Canciini hopes to stay
Diane went to school for
in
the Communication
one year and then, "fell in
Department
until her re
love and got married." She
tirement.
After
retirement,
has no regrets about the
she
wants
to
have
fun and
decision, but learned later
live
life
with
her
husband
how difficult it was to go
in Linden.
back to school.
Canciini stayed at home
with two of her daughters
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Staff Writer
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We sorrow in the
loss of one of Pacific's
own. Anita Mae Wolters
passed away in the hos
pital after a long battle
with cancer on Sunday,
Dec. 22, 2002. Anita was
61 years old and served
as an accounting clerk in
Pacific's finance depart
ment for 25 years. She
was a member of Trinity
Lutheran Church. She is
survived by her children
Sherri Vitali, Dennis
Kilgore, Robert Wolters,
Stephanie Alegre and
Rachell Busby, as well
as seven grandchildren,
brother Leo Cravca and
sister Rose Martorelli.
Memorial gifts may be
sent to: Trinity Lutheran
Church, 444 N. Ameri
can Street, Stockton, CA
95202 and the A.M. Can
cer Society.
46 YEARS of QUALITY
Galfitwa,SfcosA
ON THE MIRACLE MILE

Gourmet Hamburgers
All Natural Beef
100% Pacific Coast Ground Fresh
Chuck. The livestock Is fed the
purest natural feeds, without the
use of hormones or antibiotics.
Experience the taste!

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Carved from the Bone

China is finally confront
ing the issue of domestic
violence after a government
survey recently found that
one in every three husbands
physically abuses their wife
or children. Last year, the
government gave women
the right to site abuse as
grounds for divorce and
now two-thirds of divorces
are based on it. State televi
sion is also broadcasting
a show designed to raise
awareness on the issue, and
a hotline was created by a
women's group in Beijing.
China is known for having

the highest female suicide
rate in the world, which
some believe is because of
spousal abuse.
On Jan.2, Cape Town
(South Africa) had its annu
al "Coon Carnival," While
the carnival has its fun side,
with band performances
and costumes, many South
Africans found it offensive.
After all, the carnival did
start in the late 1800s when
the British and Americans
would paint their faces and
act like slaves.
Today, the carnival is
backed by the government,
and is known as a cultural
event. It also boosts the
economy and promotes

By Jenny Avon
Guest Writer

Stockton dignitaries and
developers arrived on set
for the groundbreaking of
long-waited 16-screen movie
theater. This past week's
groundbreaking is part of
the downtown revitalization
effort.
The cinema is encom
passed by Weber Avenue
Miner, Hunter and El Dorado
Streets. City officials expect
that the new multiplex will
stimulate new development
downtown.
Stockton Mayor, Gary Po-

desto, said, "This is going to
bring a million people down
here."
The idea of bringing a
cinema to Stockton has been
in the works for nearly five
years. The developers oper
ating on this $16 million citysubsidized deal are cousins,
Anthony and Edward Barkett and their Signature The
atres, operator and partner,
Phil Harris. City officials are
adamant that the develop
ment casts are going to be
successful.
The 16-screen
movie
theater will accommodate
18,000 square-feet of retail

Barbcqucd Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven
Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisscric Roasted

Always Fresh From the Sea

I

Fish-N-Chips
Oystcrs-N-Chips
Fish Sandwich

All served with cote slaw

Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Fresh Lemonade
Serving all natural beef Sc pork
Apple Smoked Bacon, Hor
Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM, VISA, Discover &MasterCard

L.

01
ing one president o f
Europe. But the weakness ip
Germany can delay the
process several decadesIn Venezuela an oppOSl~
tion against President H Ll 8°
Chavez has been going °n
since Dec. 2.
The 44 day strike gained
some power when the < il
industry joined, but n' '
Chavez has gotten together
a temporary supply that
seems to be working well
and has no incentive to work
out any sort of deal with tl
strikers. It has been reported
that the strike is slowing
down, and signaling some
businessmen to re-open
their doors.

Cineplex construction underway

House Rotisscric Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

BLT
Hand-cut Apple Smoked
Bacon

much tourism.
Germany's Federal Chan
cellor, Gerhard Schroeder
is causing controversy all
over Europe. Strategies like
raising taxes by $23 billion
in one week have prompted
many Germans to want
Schroeder out of office be
fore his term is up.
All of Europe is concerned
with how this leader will af
fect its country's economics,
specifically exports. Also,
Europe is trying to form
their own United States
(called United Europe), but
they wonder how they can
manage a weak Germany. It
has come to the point where
Europe is considering hav

• Cu s t o m Em b r o i d e r y Multi-Coldr
Screenprinting
Convenient location...
Student discounts...
Friendly service!

467-7500

1439 N. El Dorado St., Stockton
[Corner of El Dorado & Harding)
Fax 467-0320

legroom. No tenants have
been secured but developers
insist that retailers are react
ing positively to the develop
ment.
Stockton Stadium 16 is
set to open for business in
December of 2003. Approxi
mately 150 new jobs will be
available upon the opening
of the multiplex. Most of

the jobs are part-time, payir1?
minimum wage.
"I can guarantee you one
thing; Your feet will not stick
to the floor," said HarrisSoon downtown Stock:::
will be overflowing witii
the smell of popcorn, sour:
of show-tunes and site ot
happy moviegoers.

Lot #7 receives a
safe makeover
By Ki Kallbrier

Staff Writer

Over the course
of holiday break,
many changes and
additions
have
been made to the
parking lot behind
sorority circle, also
Photo by Georgette Rodarak
known as Lot #7.
Campus
police
inspect
lot #7 for safety.
The parking lot
used to consist of a
protection for the students,
few rows of parking spaces staff and faculty."
and minimal lighting scat
Calaway also recognized
tered around the perimeter tbat several people had
of the lot. Due to a rising con- helped to make the parking
cern, multiple new structures i0j- improvements: "The peohave been added along with p]e involved in this coming
a different layout of parking to be are tbe president, his
spaces.
cabinet, physical plant and
Robert Calaway, Chief of ASUOP."
Police said, "The primary
In addition to Calaway's
reason this is happening is positive attitude towards the
to make the campus; a safe changes, many students have
environment and to provide expressed their approval.
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not waiting for you to clean up your stable or to
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The full page 'IESUS' CHRISTMAS PAGE in the December 12,2002 Pacifican was
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^PACIFICAN Message from
2002- 2003 Staff
Editorial Staff

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Faculty Adviser

i nil

t

Elizabeth Vigil
Amber Prochaska
Dr. Keith O. Hilton

News Editor
Georgette Rodarakis
Perspectives Editor Alexandra Wagner
A&E Editor
Michele Arrighi
Sports Editor
Stephanie Segien

< i
Photo Editor
Stuart Krengel
Stephen Eakin
Photo Asst.
Lisa Menestrina
Production Manager
Jennifer Goon
Production Asst.
Jessica Wakefield
Magazine Editor
Laurel Hoover
Asst. Magazine Editor
Joe Ring
Web Master
Martin Crownover
Cartoonist
Laurel Hoover
Radio Co-Editors
Corey Peterson
Business Staff

Business Manager
Mirella Reyes
Advertising Manager
Nancy Yang
Advertising Designer
Ivan Osredkar
Distribution Team
Jesus Hernandez
How to Advertise
• Display- We accept national and local
display advertising. For more informa
tion, contact our advertising staff at
(209) 946-2114.
• Classified- Classified advertising can
be purchased $1 per line for Pacific
staff and students, $2 per line for all
others. Please call (209) 946-2115.
How to subscribe
• A one year subscription to The Padfican costs $32 ($17 per semester).
Send check or money order to:
The Pacifican 3601 Pacific Ave.,
Stockton, CA 95211 attn: Subscriptions.

I

Distribution of The Pacifican is partially supported
by ASUOP and the student activity fee. Other
support is provided by campus groups and our
advertisers.

How to Contact Us
The Parifican is located in the courtyard
of South/West Hall.
Main phone: (209) 946-2115
fax: (209) 946-2195
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
News: (209) 946-2253
pacifican_news@hotmail.com
Opinion: (209) 946-2255
alexwagner23@hotmail.com
A&E: (209) 946-2193
m_arrighi@uop.ed u
Sports: (209) 946-2062
s_segien@uop.edu
Mail: 3601 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95211

the editor:

Opinion section bar a new
editor and new outlook

I hope all of our readers are enjoying the start of a new
semester and looking forward to weekly readings of our
school's newspaper. I am very excited to be editing the
Opinion section, which has a new title, Pacific Perspectives.
It is my hope that this section will not only draw more
readers over the semester, but that those readers will help
shape it into a section that accurately represents the views
and concerns of a diverse campus. With this in mind, I
would like to invite any student or faculty member to
submit any letters of concern or comments throughout the
semester.
I am very open to new ideas and perspectives and
would like to encourage feedback. You can find my email
on this page as well as the rest of the Pacifican's staff. So,
please, do not hesitate to tell us what you think.
Enjoy the new semester and keep reading The Pacifican.
Also, don't forget to check out my new column on page
10.
Here is to a new semester and improved paper!
Sincerely,
Alexandra Wagner, Perspectives Editor

Lessons on Home
land Security

What doeJ Bach \1 new biu
actually promote?
By'Jacki Evans

Staff Writer

"Homeland
Security"
two words I cannot seem
to escape. In the morning,
"Homeland Security" liters
the headlines of the daily
newspaper. While run
ning on the treadmill, Tom
Ridge's smiling face on the
television reminds me that
patriotism means support
ing him and his new de
partment. Magazine covers
capture the face of Henry
Kissenger, while CNN polls
the uninformed public.
Most would agree that
the Homeland Security Bill
moved us in the right di
rection as we continue the
"War on Terrorism" against
our new target Iraq. But,
how many of the people

who answer the CNN's
polls, or nod their head
when Tom Ridge speaks
really know what they are
agreeing with? Most of us
do not.
Now, I am not say
ing that every American
should read all 475 pages
of the Homeland Security
Bill before they formulate
an opinion; however, I
would recommend that
every American claim their
patriotism, not by nodding
when "W" comes on the
television, but by doing a
little investigating of their
own. Even with the slight
est amount of digging one
would find some interest
ing amendments that do
not seem to contribute
to the improvement of

Could you
the test?
By Sarah Averill

in-Chief of the U -S.yj
and Navy?

Every year approxi
mately 1.3 million immi
grants apply for United
States Citizenship. This
process requires the appli
cant to be at least 18 years
old, of good moral char
acter and have a strong
grasp of the English
language. In addition,
to become a U.S. citizen,
immigrants must pass a
test administered by the
Immigration and Natu
ralization Service. The
idea is that in order to be
a good citizen, one must
know a little bit about his
or her country, as well as
the history, geography
and political structure.
Sadly, many Americans
themselves do not know
the answers to these basic
history questions.
Here are a few sample
questions taken from an
actual citizenship exam.
1. Which president is
called the "father of our
country"?
2. Who is the author of
the Declaration of Inde
pendence?
3. Who becomes Presi
dent if both the President
and the Vice-President
die?
4. Who has the power
to declare war?
5. How many times
may a senator be re
elected?
6. Which president
was the first Commander-

law?
8. In what yea r Wa$J
Constitution wxi t"ten? r
While these axe J
tions that some AtJ
cans could answer, J
ies show that the rv|
American high
student could not r ; J
citizenship exam As the most
|
ful nation in the
we should be a sh
at this. Immigrants
expected to pass a
ship test because
lieved that in order to
good citizen, and
to participate in
racy, one should - I
certain amount ab
or her country,
we not hold ourselve
the same standarc
we hold immigrar:
As important issue
us and politics bed
more and more i m r
maybe we should all]
a little time to learr
about how our
works so that we to c
a better citizen.

Staff Writer

HOMELAND.see page.8. _ Tl

-f (L-OSTV

7. Who signs bills ^

Answers:
1. George Washir g
2. Thomas Jeffersorl
3. Speaker of the H
4. Congress
5. no limit
6. George Washir c
7. the president
8.1787

-SnoTfeoM

IS

He
Cartgon.by Martin Cro- -
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Is justice actually possible in America?
ByJotki Evons
Staff Writer

Our justice system does
not work! I know what you
are thinking, "Jacki, this is a
newspaper and that is not
news!" You are right. The
fact that our justice system
isn't fair is not a new realiza
tion. Our justice system has
been failing since its creation.
But, what is new is that Gov.
George Ryan of 111. finally
figured it out. And with his
recent enlightenment, he did
the right tiring by commut
ing the death sentences of all
inmates in his state.
On Saturday, Jan. 11 Gov.
Ryan announced in a speech
at Northwestern Univer
sity, "Our capital system is
haunted by the demon of
error: error in determining
guilt and error in determin
ing who among the guilty
deserves to die." With this
statement, he brought back
to life the 156 living dead
who were sentenced to die
in 111. This unprecedented ac
tion followed the pardoning

of four wrongly convicted own moral compass. How
death row inmates.
ever, what is indisputable is
The strongest opposition the lack of equality in the sys
for his action came from tem. I am not going to spew
family and friends of victims facts at you, though I could.
who now call him a liar and Instead, just think about
coward. While I can try to this. You are more likely to
understand where they are be executed if you can claim
coming from, the inmates one of these statements. You
who killed their loved ones are black. Your victim was
are
being
white. You
•lo system is
shown mercy
are
lower
that they nev perfect, but that class. DNA
showed
testing was
er
their victims. should not stop not used in
case.
I continue to us from our pur your
think
Gov. suit of perfection You live in
Calif, or the
Ryan did a
just thing and or our pursuit of Deep South.
there is one
ideal justice. 99 You com
mitted your
main reason
crime in Texas. You had a
why.
The death penalty is not court appointed attorney.
You were tried for your
implemented fairly.
The morality of the death crime in 1999 instead of 1997.
penalty is not what is in You are male.
Even further, some states
question. Gov. Ryan was not
trying to force his morals on execute children, people un
the state of 111. I hope he real der 18, the mentally retarded
izes, as do I, that the decision and some states inform juries
surrounding one's view on that there are alternatives to
capital punishment is an in- capital punishment. It has
dividual one based on one's been proven that juries are

more likely to give life with in eight people sentenced to
out parole than the death death are innocent, equiva
penalty. Would not you like lent to 12.5 percent of the
your jury to know about an death row population.
Maybe those men who
option other than death? I
committed horrific crimes do
know I would.
Currently, in the United not deserve another breath
States 38 states exercise of air or the mercy shown
capital punishment. Maybe to them by Gov. Ryan. In
you support it, but I believe America they deserve a fair
that you cannot simultane trial. Gov. Ryan realized that
ously support justice and our justice system might not
the current implementation have provided these indi
of the death penalty. How is viduals with their fifth and
it possible to support impar sixth amendment rights. The
tiality and support the killing justice system, especially
of people through a process when dealing with capital
that is racially, socioeconom cases was not working in
ic and geographically bias? 111., and it is not working in
No system is perfect, but that this country. We will never
should not stop us from our have a perfect justice sys
pursuit of perfection or our tem because it is a system
of humans who are always
pursuit of ideal justice.
Since the U.S. Supreme prone to bias, error and who
Court ruled in 1976 that capi are inherently incapable of
tal punishment is not "cruel being impartial. In a system
and unusual," 618 prisoners like this, we cannot allow for
have been executed across such scrutiny when dealing
the nation and about 80 have with life or death. Governor
been exonerated. That is one Ryan finally figured it out.
person acquitted for every And that is why I applaud
seven killed" (abcnews.com). him.
This statistic implies that one

We Have Just the Opportunity for YOU!
Work for Bon Appetit and Enjoy the Following Benefits:
Free Food
Free meals may be provided for students working a minimum of consecutive
2-hour shifts, with a potential of up to two meals a day

Above Minimum Wage Pay!
We value our student employees and pay above minimum wage, with a
starting wage at $7.00/Hour

Convenient and Flexible Work Hours:
Work on campus close to University facilities, allowing for easy, between
and after class scheduling.

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer!
We will train enthusiastic and friendly individuals, even if they don't have prior experience.
We will be happy to provide opportunities for work-study, and international students.
Apply in Bannister Hall on second floor, positions available for Summit, Catering, and the Quad dining facilities.
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"Homeland Security."
everything the Whistle blow
Just days before the ing Act was intended to help
"Homeland Security Bill" expose: fraud, waste, abuse,
was passed by Congress last and poor management of
fall, our new Senate Major the issues America is most
ity Leader, Bill Frist, quietly concerned about.
added four paragraphs to the
All in all, I am not op
end of this nearly 500 page posed to the "Homeland Se
document. With the passing curity Bill." I am opposed to
of the Bill, including these those who are unaware of its
four paragraphs, the public's true implications and conse
avenue for suing vaccine quences. I realize that we live
companies for illnesses sup in a nation of uneducated,
posedly caused by vaccines indecisive and overly patri
was closed. Parents, whose otic voters. I do not claim to
children may have possibly be exempt from these quali
been harmed by vaccines, are ties at times; but, many of
left with no op
those same
tions. This con
1 I would recom v o t e r s
troversy seems
will vote
to have spurred mend that every w i t h o u t
from lawsuits by
even being
parents against American claim aware, or
major
vaccine their patriotism, concerned,
manufacturer
not by nodding that legis
Eli Lilly. Lilly is
lation pre
a major financial when "W" comes vents govcontributor
to on the television, e r n m e n t
the Republican
doin^
a lit- empl°yees
Party and served
QO|ng a lit-•
r
on the white tie investigating of p o s i n g
House
advitheir OWn.*!
fraud
in
sory council for
their deTTomeland Security." With partment, that parents can
the passing of the Bill Lilly no longer sue one of the Re
is off the hook in the future. publican party's main conBoth the Republican Party tributors, that the "Freedom
and Lilly claim no influence. of Information Act" has been
Furthermore, a provi limited, or of the list of other
sion in the Bill to create the provisions in the "Homeland
"Homeland Security" De Security Bill" that have noth
partment waived the appli ing to do with "Homeland
cation of "The Whistleblower Security. "
Protection Act for Homeland
In short, "Homeland Secu
Security" employees. The rity" is here to stay. But, we
purpose of this act is to pro do not have to like it or agree
tect government employees with it. I love this country
who report mishandling, just as much as anyone else
abuse, or fraud. Iowa sena but my patriotism does not
tor Charles E. Grassley said, come from agreeing with
"Whistleblowers are key to Tom Ridge, and it definitely
exposing a dysfunctional does not come from agreeing
bureaucracy." I agree. In my with President Bush. It comes
opinion, not allowing em from questioning the leaders
ployees of a new developing who represent me. I encour
department to be watchdogs age you to do the same.
for possible mishandlings is
inefficient and allows for the

^oK 7-vv
Chinese Cuisine

466-4108
Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

DINE IN & TAKE OUT
3202 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA 95204

i

fi

February 23rd & 24th

Pacific Family Camp is looking for creative
and enthusiastic camp counselors for the
upcoming summer. We seek individuals with
| diversified and talented backgrounds; all
majors are encouraged to apply. PFC is
hiring counselors for children of all ages, a
Sports Director, and a Multimedia
Coordinator.
At the family camp, counselors create
\ structured activities for campers of a
specific age. They plan and carry out
: evening programs and events.
. Pick up an application and info, packet in
the Career Resource Center.

Burrying the country
If at first you do
not succeed, leave nothing
for the next guy to salvage.
That has to be written on
George W. Bush's family
crest. It seriously has to be,
considering how the content
he runs this country on is
so far into the ground that
the next president will most
likely be sitting eye-to-eye
with Satan.
Bush is digging a hole
underneath the principles of
this country. With any luck,
the Bill of Rights will roll
over him, burying him in
his own mess. Mr. President
wants Americans to stand
all for one and one for all
withjhim against Iraq. All the
while he continues to address
domestic issues in a way that
has this country drawing
internal battle lines. I must
commend the man for the
way he stepped up after 9-11,
helping out at Ground Zero
and keeping his promise of
going after the perpetrators.
The cause was quite noble at
the beginning, but it is been
over a year now. Afghanistan
was the enemy then, the fight
is now with Iraq, and no one
was supposed to notice the
change in plans?
The country is divided.
War, no war. Everyone has
voiced their opinion and
Bush is oblivious. Even for
eign countries have weighed
in, with Germany and France
[U-WIRE]

refusing to support the Mad squaring off. It is 3^ ^ e
^
Hatter from Texas and his has purposely ignite*3
controversial issue
"War on Terrorism."
he
And as the country contin has ever dealt withues to simmer in a hot bed of wants every citizen to
ar-1
conflict, Bush stepped back united in his pointless
to the microphone to speak suppose in his mind/
out against affirmative ac after his mortal enemy
tion policies. Once again the only issue that deserve^ his
country erupted. New battle full support.
In a speech to the
<mal
lines were drawn and pro
Press Club Tuesday, Sen - Ted
tests formed.
he
Even one of his cabinet Kennedy, D-Mass., said,
members, Secretary of State last thing we need is jpoliues
Colin Powell, said he dis t h a t d i v i d e u s a t h o m o by
agreed with the president's race or riches." As Btishi i ~ in
public opposition to affirma tent on pushing this cou fitly
tive action. This is a perfect into war, one would expect
way for Bush to alienate the sensible leader to puL the
minorities from a Republican country together. But iriST trad
Party they hardly trusted to he continues to pop up in
begin with. Bush then moves every national controvert
from stirring that cauldron of like some ambulance chaser
racial animosity to step in the looking for his big payoff
face of another important
Bush has already
piece of legislation.
his 15 minutes of fame. He
Bush graced the podium s h o u l d s h a r e t h e w e a l t h a r d
during the anniversary of the allow the country its
fair
Roe v. Wade decision to de share of peace and equal:"
clare Sunday National Sanc Even if it only lasts for 5
tity of Life Day. Although minutes, it would be 15 rrt re
my personal convictions than this country has kno • :
do not allow me to support since Bush was elected.
abortion, I do understand a
It is obvious that the pre-:
person's right to choose.
dent is a man of strong co rIt is the idea that if one victions and has no qualr-;
right is revoked, what will with voicing his opinior go next? The right to equal Even the most vocal shou I:
opportunity? But Bush is al sometimes display at least 3
ready working on demolish s h r e d o f d i s c r e t i o n . B u t B u s :
ing that right, is he not?
seems to have no regard ±\ :
So now he has Pro-Life the opinions of the America."
and Pro-Choice activists people. And this has becorr. apparent to the p u b ! . :
as, according to a ATBCT.
Wall Street Journal poll.
Bush's approval r a t 
ings have dropped in
recent months.
His overall job ap
proval stands at 54
percent as opposed
to 62 percent a month
ago. And 32 percent
said their opinion of
Bush's
performance
has gotten worse in re
cent months. He talks
about
"Homeland
Security," but scoffs
at "homeland unity."
Bush needs to do a
little house cleaning
of his own before he
resumes telling Sad
dam Hussein how to
run his.
Photo by www.dittoman.com

President George W. Bush addresses congress.
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cds (this year alone): $300
vintage rock posters: about $40 each
letter from neighbor complaining about music: $0

frame for concert ticket stubs: $13

used turntable: $20

finding out there's an internship for people like you: priceless

Apply for a summer internship with Interseope/Geffon/A&M Records at mestercerd.com.
You could be sent to Nashviite, where you'll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs,
You might even be flown to LA to work on the Jurassic 5 album Power in Numbers.
there are some things money can't buy, for everything else there's MasterCard.*
****>• !»<».«»*>»»•>>*nm>*+X»
rmintern.U± tommamm
m* *• «* "»w«.—>»«• Odterf fcdm W «•"»)«« *w>
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If you were drafted to fight in the war
in I ragy would you go willingly?
J)

Talkin' bout
my "degeneration
By Alexandra Woaner

Perspectives Editor

-'

-

Something is wrong with America's student-aged genera
tion today. I know something must be backward because
my 50-year old mother has more idealism and passion to
change the world than any of my friends. Our nation sits
at the brink of war and there have not been reports of any
student-led protest against our war-craving government.
In the sixties, college campuses were the bases for some
of the largest and most influential protests for everything
from civil rights to environmentalism. To this day, the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley is known for its free speech
and anti-war demonstrations held more than thirty years
ago. Globalization has given us the power to organize and
become more involved than our parents could have ever
dreamed, and yet, we do nothing. Students have no voice,
not because we have been silenced, but because we have
nothing to say.
Students have nothing to say because we are not informed.
We do not know that 60,000 U.S. troops have already been
sent to Iraq and that everyday thousands of North Koreans
pledge their allegiance to an oppressive dictator who vows
to defeat the Evil West. We do not know that since 9-11 over
100 foreigners, many of whom are American citizens, have
been arrested and detained without a charge or access to a
: lawyer. And we do not know that every time we pump gas
into our SUV's, we are increasing the country's dependency
on Middle Eastern oil.
Our parents would never have sat silent while these
things occurred, so why do we? Perhaps we have lost that
feeling of urgency to know about our government and the
rest of the world because we do not have a draft to fear as
our parents did. But, if the Sept. 11 attacks showed us any
thing, they showed us that random violence can hurt just
as much as a formal war. They also offered us the stinging
reality that people will hate us simply because we are the
most powerful nation in the world and will use terror in
order to stop the expansion of what they see as an American
Empire.
We may not have a draft to fear, but that does not mean
that we should allow our government to go to war with
out a show of resistance. Anti-Americanism is growing
throughout the rest of the world, and it is not just because
we are the most powerful nation in the world. People dis
like us because they see us as bullies that cannot be trusted.
And why should they not? We have allowed Bush to cre
ate global rules on everything from markets to weapons
of mass destruction while exempting America from other
global rules such as the Kyoto Protocol on climate change or
the International Criminal Court.
It is time for our generation to take a stand in improving
the world we live in and revive the rebellious spirit our par
ents had. Democracy will not survive if our generation con
tinues to remain ignorant and apathetic to political issues.
We are the future leaders of this country, but if we do not
increase our civic participation, we will lose that liberty.

"No, / wouldn't go willingly,
don't agree with the war.
-Tara Rodriguez, Sophomore

"I'd go willingly, but I don't agree
with the war."
-Sohrab Amid-Hozour; Freshman
"No. I don't agree with our motives
for going to war. It seems the country
has alternative aspirations such as oii9
for being there."
-Jeffrey Beck, S o p h o m o r e
fcYou wouldn't have to draft me, I'd
already be there."
-Bo Leland, Freshman
"Yes, I'd volunteer be

cause it's my civic duty."
-Mike Baker, Sophomore

No, I'd hide out in my mom's
closet. Mike is lying."
-Blake Ishikawa, Sophomore

JK|

"No, because the war is about
oil and not freedom."
-Joe Passamano, Sophomore

EPACIFICAN

ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT

Russian girls stir things up in pop culture
By Sarah Nakaii

community.
The girls are trapped be
Staff Writer
hind a tall, black, chain-link
Lena Katina and Yulia fence, while a crowd of peo
Volkova. Do these names ple watch them, all frowning.
mean anything to you? If The girls sit huddled to
gether in
you lived in Europe,
the pour
you might start shout
ing
rain,
ing, "Oh my God! I
l
o
o
k
ing
love them!"
for
a
way
However,
over
out.
here in the States,
T h e
these young Russian
sensations have
r lcs ot
e song
started to scratch the
convey
surface of pop star- Passionate kil
"""
""
the inner
dom. t.A.T.u. is one of
struggle
between
wanting
the most controversial music
to
be
with
the
each
other
groups today.
and
society's
acceptance
of
Not even gyrating Britney
homosexuals.
or scantly clad Christina can
The controversial aspect
top these two. t.A.T.u. is the
of
the music video is when
first group to bring homosex
Lena
and Yulia engage in a
uality to the music scene.
passionate
kiss.
The video for their first
While
many
people think
single, "All the Things She
the
young
Russians
are try
Said," is full of symbolism
ing
to
play
on
the
Penthouse
for the struggles of the gay

The
controversial
aspect of the
music video is
when Lena and
j^Yulia engage in aj£

, f R e a lW o r l d / R o a d

By Beau Davies

fantasy of lesbians,
t.A.T.u. says they have
a different message.
18-year-old
Lena
says, "t.A.T.u. is about
saying what you feel,
not what others expect.
Be in love. Be yourself,
we are."
No one knows if the
girls are actually gay,
but that is not the mes
sage that the girls want
to give.
Their debut album,
"200 km/h In The
Wrong Lane," is full of
opinionated lyrics and
euro-electronica beats.
Many of the songs
will make you dance,
but there is an under
lying meaning in theirmusic. This album is
soon to be a pop sensa
tion, with an uplifting
rhythm and encourag
ing message.

Rules,Battle of the Sexes"

inner circle and must decide
Staff Writer
on a person to eliminate from
their same sex team. The
top winner of each event re
MTV is at it again. "The
ceives the Ion Lifesaver and
Real World/Road Rules, Battle
can save another member of
of the Sexes" has brought
either team from being sent
back our most loved and
home.
hated cast members from
It is a mix of
past "Road Rules" and "Real
physical and mental
World" seasons.
competition
and the poli
tics of vot
ing people
off the show.
The winners
of each com
petition win
prizes
for
their whole
team and af
ter all have
been
eliminated,
only three people
per team will win
$50,000.
The girls have
already scored VIP
passes into movie
theaters and one
year of free Block
Photo courtesy of www.mtv.com
buster video and
Cast members prepare themselves as the are about to compete in the next
competition where they have to hang upside down above water.
DVD rentals, while
There are 36 cast members:
half female and half male.
The show was taped on a
beautiful island in Jamaica.
The cast members will be
competing against each other
and eliminating other cast
members from the game. The
three highest scoring people
of each team will be in the

Photo courtesy ot Sobiitya.az

and Yulia hug each other, while wearing the schoolgirl outfits that they
in their first music video "All the Things She Said."

the guys have scored a RA
ZOR gift pack that includes
a mini bike, scooter and pogo
stick.
The show just finished
its fourth episode. The first
episode shows how Melissa
really feels about Julie, her
former New
Orleans castmate and exfriend.
She
states
very
clearly
to
Julie that she
does not like
her and does
not want to
speak
with
her.
Word
is that there
was
drama
there before the show even
started.
David and Puck start a
squabble that quickly turned
in to a situation where the
producer had to be brought
in. A quick summary: David
insulted Puck, Puck spit in
David's face.
Puck almost got sent
home, but David did not end

It is a mix of
physical and
mental
competition
and the
politics of
voting people
off the show.

up getting his beloved wish.
In the end, David chooses to
go home.
After all that gets settled,
we hear that Gladys is preg
nant and is very happy about
becoming
a
"mommy."
Gladys was part of "Road
Rules Latin America" and
was kicked off for physical
violence. On the girl's side
Julie has already been kicked
off, while Beth and Gladys
are next in line. On the guy's
side Laterrian, Erik and Da
vid were the first out.
The show is not much dif
ferent the all the other reality
programs shown on MTV.
It is the same people that
we have already seen, but it
promises to have a lot more
drama,
hooking-up and
fighting along with a healthy
dose of competition.
To catch the rest of the
show it airs Mondays at 10
p.m. on MTV. If you have
not been watching, you have
missed a few episodes. You
will have to wait for the re
runs or when it is on mara
thon style.
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Saigon
Hey there my
low concert 1overs1,
know that during;
winter season it is
^ I
to fill your craving^
°r
a good concert.
are some of the o:ri^j
that are playing arou r~d j
here. If you are inter
ested in more s h o - •
or buying tickets vl5!
ticketmaster.com.

By Michele Arrighi

By Amberlee Avina

A&E Editor

The Saigon Vietnamese
Restaurant is having a
special Vietnamese dinner,
featuring a unique com
bination of entree's that
are served only on one
occasion, New Year's day.
However, this year the Sai
gon Vietnamese Restaurant
is celebrating their New
Year's day on Feb. 1.
The restaurant has been
around for six years and
serves a variety of plates,
such as, lemon crushed
chicken, crispy shrimp
seafood and even vegetar
ian dishes like sauteed tofu
with vegetables.
The restaurant is located
at 1904 Pacific Avenue on
Miracle Mile and is open
daily from 11 a.m. until 9
p.m.
Preparing the food takes
about 12 hours. One of their

Pacific is in for a treat!
Thanks to ASUOP Spike
Lee will be presenting a
lecture titled "America
Through my Lens" on
Wednesday, February 5.
The event is being held at 5:
30 p.m. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall, and admis
sion is free. The concert
hall will open one hour
before the event for those
who want to claim a good
seat for the presentation.
Spike Lee was born Mar.
20,1957 and went to school
at Morehouse College in
Atlanta, Ga. and the Insti
tute of Film and Television
at New York University. He
then became an actor, di
rector, writer and producer.
He directed "Jungle Fever"
(1991) and "Malcolm X"
(1991). He was also the di
rector of the film "Summer
of Sam" released in 1999.

Sta ff Writer

SAIGON see page 14

Photo courtesy of Associated Press

Acclaimed film director Spike Lee will give a lecture at
Pacific Wednesday, Feb. 5. The lecture will be held at
the Faye Spanos Concert Hall at 5:30 p.m. The event is
free to the public, so do not miss this extraordinary
event.

Cher: Thu. 1-30-0G
Fresno, Selland Aren^
Blues Traveler: S> a
2-01-03, South Lake Ta
hoe, Caesars Tahoe
Rolling Stones: Tuc
2-04-03, San Jose, LTJ
Pavilion
Everclear: Sat. 2-<
03, South Lake Tah< —Caesars Tahoe
Willie Nelson: Thu
2-13-03, San Franciscc
Fillmore
Bon Jovi: Sat. 4-12-03
San Jose, HP Pavillion

The Coolest Sport for the winter decuton
Bv Taro Reinheardt

Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of wcs.com

It is the season to go snowboarding. Good luck
trying a jump like this one.

For all those boarders out there that are
stoked to go tear it up on the mountains instead
of listening to lectures, you can check out 5-day
forecast for some of the close ski resorts thanks
to weather.com.
There are some upcoming competitions, so if
you think you can hang then you might as well
get money for it.
Volcom Stone presents the "Peanut Butter and
Rail Jam," it is the first ever AM rail contest:
three rails side-by-side, jam format. Here are
the stops: Bear Mountain March 1, Waterville
Valley NH Mar. 29, andMammoth Mtn. May
10. For more information visit volcom.com.
For those of you who may be in South
ern Calif, in the beginning of Feb. you can
hit up the H2O Winter Classic pro-AM surf
and snowboard competition. It is being held
Feb. 8, at Huntington Beach and Feb. 9, at
Mountain High. For more information visit
h2owinterclassic.com.
The event that you have been waiting for:

"The Sick and Twisted" Big Air Festival, "Tahoe's biggest event series." This is a competi
tion for skiers, snowboarders and mountain
bikers.
For both professionals and amateurs, every
one hopes to win the cash and prizes. For more
information about this event or to register, visit
snowbomb.com. The Event Dates are:
Feb. 8- Alpine Meadows- Big Air
Feb. 15- Kirkwood-Slopestyle
Feb. 23- Northstar at Tahoe- Boardercross
Mar. 8- Sierra-Slopestyle
Mar. 23- Kirkwood-Superpipe
If you go to Heavenly, park free in the Cres
cent V Shopping Center and walk to the new
Gondola next to the Embassy Suites Hotel. This
takes you directly to the upper mountain. You
can also stash your stuff in the bank of lockers
located where you exit.
If you need any more information to help
you out this week, check out weather.com to
find answers to your questions about which
resort has the best snow and cheapest deals.
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TOP TEN

Box Office Top Mom
In Theaters:
"Chicago" (PG-13)
This 1975 Broadway musical
is about two dreamers, Velma
Kelley (Catherine Zeta-Jones)
and Roxie Hart (Renee Zellwe
ger). Velma is the Windy City's
top nightclub star until the
night she guns down her cheat
ing husband, after which she be
comes an even bigger celebrity,
thanks to smooth attorney Billy
Flynn (Richard Gere). Roxie
also desperately wants fame, so
the solution is simple: shoot her
abusive lover dead. After Roxie
replaces her, an outraged Velma
plots Roxie's demise as she ob
sessively pursues her goal of
being back on top.
"Confessions of a Dangerous
Mind" (R)
Based upon the memoir of the
same name, this darkly comical
biography chronicles the life of
Chuck Barris (Sam Rockwell),
the man who created "The Dat
ing Game," The Gong Show," and
"The Newlywed Game" and who
claimed that he led a double life

f Darkness

as an assassin for the CIA (it's who helps train him at the CIA's
never been proved one way or secret Virginia facility. As Wal
the other). The movie marks ter backs his golden-boy recruit,
the directorial debut of George James quickly rises through
Clooney, who recruited a couple the ranks, while also finding
of his movie star friends (Drew romance in the arms of a fellow
Barrymore, who plays Barris' recruit (Bridget Moynahan).
lover and occasional compan Walter eventually taps James for
ion, and Julia Roberts, in a bit a special internal assignment.
part as a mysterious spy) to But James becomes increasingly
suspicious of his mentor and
help him.
wonders whether Walter's man
"A Guy Thing" (PG-13)
The morning after his bach tras ("Trust no one," "Nothing
elor party, a man (Jason Lee) is what it seems") are warnings
wakes up in bed with a strange that he should have considered
woman (Julia Stiles), whom he more carefully.
presumes he slept with. He tries
On DVD:
to hide his possible affair from
his fiancee (Selma Blair), with
"The Bourne Identity" (2002)
wacky comic results.
Starring Matt Damon and
Franka
Potente. Some special
To be released tomor
features
for the DVD: Audio
row:
commentary with actor Matt
Damon and director Doug Li"The Recruit" (PG-13)
making-of
featurette,
This thriller from Roger Don man,
alternate
endings,
deleted
aldson (Thirteen Days), Farrell
scenes,
music
video
of
Moby's
plays James Clayton, a hotshot
who has all the tools to be the "Extreme Ways," DVD-ROM
perfect agent, or so thinks Wal features such as "Total Axess"
ter Burke (A1 Pacino), the man
Courtesy of movies.com

Falls" hits number one

Courtesy of www.movies.com

tichael and Caitlin run from the dark and the "tooth fairy" in
iDarlcness Falls."

[v Elizabeth Vigil

\ditor-in-Chlef
'Darkness Falls" hit the

humber one box office spot
its debut weekend, makrg over $12 million. Direct
ed by Jonathan Liebesman,
[his movie brought more
lhan one moviegoer back
to their haunting childhood
Ivhen they were afraid of the

dark.
The movie opens with
the telling of an old tale of
a woman that would give
children a gold coin for their
teeth, which earns her the
nickname "the tooth fairy."
In a devastating fire, the
woman's skin is badly dis
figured and she has to wear
a porcelain mask to protect
her delicate skin from the

sun.
When two children dis
appear, the town's people
blame her and hang her,
however before her death,
she curses the town of
"Darkness Falls". The next
day the children are found.
The day a child losses
their last tooth the psychotic
tooth fairy will kill them,
but only if they peek. Kyle
Walsh (Chaney Kley) is the
unlucky boy that peeks and
hides in the light; his unsus
pecting mother goes into the
dark room and is brutally
murdered. Police believe he
did it and is taken away.
Flash forward 12 years
where Caitlin (Emma Caufield), Kyle's childhood
sweetheart, and her brother,
Michael (Lee Cormie), face
the same problem: once you

see the demented tooth fairy
you can never be in the dark
or she will kill you.
Not to give away the
whole story or the outcome,
"Darkness Falls" offers some
terrorizing moments.
It
brings out the inner child in
all of us. Those who think
they are to old to be afraid of
the dark end up looking over
their shoulder when leaving
the theater at night. Overall,
"Darkness Falls" succeeds in
slightly scaring their audi
ence, the trick however, was
more the visuals than the
storyline.
John Petrakis, of the Chi
cago Tribune, says the film is
"a lame-brained attempt at
horror." While Margaret A.
Mc Gurk, of the Cincinnati
Enquirer, calls it "remotely
scary" and gives it a D-.

10 Things
Men Won't
Say
10.I'll never get
tired listening to
Celine Dion.
9.Does this suit
make me look
fat?
8.Aw, can't we
watch Oprah?
7.My hips are too
big.
6.I'm glad I don't
have a large pe
nis.
5.There is
nothing I like
better than
crawling into bed
with a good book.
4.Yes, I did no
tice your sister's
breasts are bigger
than yours.
3.1 don't want to
go too far on the
first date.
2.Sex is overrated.
I.Let's watch
Lifetime!
courtesy of jokes.com
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Book review:

Exploring Dov^
Love Triangle
By Amber Prochoska
Managing Editor

For someone who is
not a girl, but not yet a
woman" Britney Spears
sure has her hands full.
After splitting with former
flame Justin Timberlake
last March, it has been said
that she has asked him to
get back together.
Spears apparently went
to Timberlake's 2 million
dollar home in Los Angles
in hopes to get back to
gether, but was rejected.
Spears is in Timberlake's
past, not future, as Timberlake has been seen locking
lips with actress Alyssa
Milano, N'sync backup
dancer Jenna Dewan, pop
princess Christina Aguilera and superstar Janet
Jackson.
Although, as rumor has
it, Timberlake and Spears
spent a night together
over the holidays in New
York, the two are not back
together.
Spears's
desperation
has led her to rock star
Fred Durst from the band
Limp Bizket. Durst, who is
10 years older than Spears,
admits he "definitely [has]
feelings for [Spears]" on
his band's web-site.
Durst, who split with his
former long-term partner
in 2001, Jennifer Rovero,
who is the mother of one
of his daughters, also has a
10-year-old daughter from
a previous relationship.
For Spears not "yet be
ing a woman," she will
sure have her dose of
motherhood with Durst's
two children.
The two superstars have
been spending a lot of
time together, as Durst is
helping Spears with her
upcoming album. On his
web-site Durst bags on
those who dislike this new
celeb relationship: "Any
body out there who has a
serious problem with my
feelings for Britney should
just chill. I have never felt
this way."

with the encourage
from Patti and b»lS b's
Staff Writer
to encounter the
.
again, he resumes his ti l
From the outside, 16 yearPatti and Graham doj
old Robin Lee Graham seems
cide
to rendezvous at 1
similar to any ordinary teen
places,
such as Goruorj
ager. At this pinnacle time in
and
the
Virgin Islands.|
his life, he is trying to discov
cussions
of having diilj
er where he belongs in the
take
place
and later on|
world that surrounds him.
becomes
pregnant.
In his autobiography,
Before Graham deciG.
Dove, Graham recalls how
go
on this journey, "e|
out of place he is in the real
that
he does not ha veal
world. He was not the best
in
the
world. HowevJ
student and hated school.
is
proven
wrong "wnel
He always savors the time he
is
able
to
establish
hs j
would spend with his father
family.
When
he
I
to work on their ship, Dove.
returns
to
California
Eventually, he comes up with
the idea to sail around the age of 21, he does notsj
isolated and differer: f
world on his own.
everybody
else.
After he has been sail
Even
though
ing for quite some time, he
reaches the Fijian Islands and Patti and Q u i m b y , t h « r |
meets a girl named Path Rat- born daughter, do not
terree, whom he falls in love in Calif., they constxu
with while resting there. In own home in the moi
the end, he has to leave her of Mo. They are still
and is never sure if he is ever in American society, :
able to enjoy the pleas
going to see her again.
To his surprise, when nature at the same tirr s
Towards the end
Graham reaches Darwin in
autobiography,
Grah; |
Northern Australia, he meets
to
sell
Dove
due
to s
with her again and they end
the
physical
damage
::
up marrying each other.
riences
when
on
the
j
However, there is a problem.
There are times in the autobi Despite this fact it sa
ography where he just wants Graham to part with r
to spend time with Path, loved boat, but it is ne:s|
but whenever he is able to that he sells it.
Before the voyage,
contact his father, his father
dove,
Graham is inr
expresses his concern over
not
knowing
the
this.
outside
of
the
sane |
He has nothing personally
his
home
and
what
it :
against Patti, but the whole
offer
him.
Now,
that
r.-:
idea of Graham's voyage is
seen
this
world
and
v
:
for him to travel around the
has
to
offer,
he
does
no:
world alone. If he sails with
someone else, then his expe the accompaniment of "J
dition will not seem as big of anymore to steer his
an accomplishment. Along course in life.

By Paula Kueaer

Photo by Stuart Krengal

main dishes, a special type
of ham is cooked for eight
hours and is wrapped in
banana leaves.
Another yummy dish,
"Banh tet," is sticky rice
cooked a special way and
made into a rolled up rich
and colorful arrangement.
Their pork stew is a coco
nut juice made up of pork,
eggs and tofu with bean
sprouts to dip into the juic
es. The whole meal costs
only $8.99 per person.
For all of us with a sweet
tooth, the dessert offered
is a candy prepared in an

exceptional way. This meal
is special to the Vietnamese
because they believe that
the spirits of their ancestors
come back to the family on
this day.
Money is also given to
the children in red enve
lopes in hopes for health
and success.
Although we celebrated
New Years a month ago,
check out the Saigon Viet
namese restaurant, espe
cially on Feb. 1 to experi
ence the Vietnamese culture
and their special meal for
the New Year.

Tip c f the

A NEW STAR RISING ON J HIE LATIN JAZZ SCENE

*

,

Ait Music Guide

Fashion Tip:
it is the season to shop. Since
spring is on its way retailers are
trying to get rid of all their extra
winter merchandise. This means
that jackets, jeans, pants, sweaters,
and boots are on sale, BIG TIME!!!
Stock up now so you won't be pay
ing full price next winter season.
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By Ryan Andress
Staff Writer

Photo by Stephen Eakin

Junior Jennifer Joines collected her third bid to the AVCA AllAmerica Team and sits 282 kills shy of owning Pacific's All-time
kills record.

Pacific volleyball fans have been
incredibly fortunate over the years.
They have been able to watch the
highest caliber of volleyball played
by several of the most dominant ath
letes in the game.
Junior Jennifer Joines is 282 kills
away from re-writing the Pacific
record books and claiming the most
coveted distinction of being Pacific's
all-time kills leader. This record
would clearly establish Joines as the
"Michael Jordan" of the Pacific Vol
leyball program.
While this record is still a solid
distance away, Joines continues to
add to her own legacy. In the month
of December, Jennifer Joines was
selected to the American Volleyball
Coaches Association (AVCA) AllAmerica Second Team for the third

consecutive season, as announced
by the AVCA.
Currently, Joines ranks second in
kills (1,572), first in kills per game
(4.64), first in hitting percentage
(.355), fourth in block assists (432),
sixth in total blocks (500) and second
in blocks per game (1.47).
She is the lone member of Pacific's
1,500 kill, 500 block club for her
career and needs only 282 kills as a
senior to become the Pacific career
kills record-holder.
Pacific volleyball fans are hoping
that superstar Jen Joines has saved
her best for last and will lead the
youthful Tigers straight to the top of
NCAA Divison one volleyball next
year.
1,572 kills down and 272 to go un
til the record books are re-written by
Joines. One more year of greatness
until # 6 hangs in the rafters of the
Alex Spanos G. Center.
Congratulations Jennifer Joines!

- ?:

*

Photo by Stuart Krengel

Photo by Stuart Krengel

Senior Nic Hepner scored 71 goals in two years with Pacific and was
selected to the All- American Second Team.

Senior Sasha Maese finished his two year career with 52 goals and was
named Ail-American Honorable Mention.

Bv Ryan Andress

Tournament.
19 occasions. He concluded his
Hepner finished the 2002 sea two-year career with 52 scored
son with a team-high of 39 goals goals.
for the Tigers. He saw action in
Hepner and Maese led Pa
23 games as a senior, scoring in cific to an overall 10-15 record
17 of those contests. In his two- in 2002 and a 3-5 mark in the
year career, Hepner scored 71 MPSF Tournament. The Tigers
goals for Pacific.
were ranked as high as number
Maese played in all 25 of Pa 4 in the Collegiate Water Polo
cific's games in 2002, scoring 32 Association poll during the 2002
goals. He was the Tigers' most campaign.
consistent scorer this season,
Congratulations to Sasha and
notching at least one goal on Nic.

Sasha Maese with All-America
recognition.
Hepner, a 2001 All-America
After a season of blissful Third Team selection, was
highs and devastating lows, named to the 2002 All-America
two members of the men's wa Second Team. Maese received
ter polo team were rewarded for an All-America Honorable
their superior skill, leadership Mention selection.
Hepner and Maese carried
and dominance in the pool.
In the month of December, the the Tigers all season and pro
American Water Polo Coaches vided excellent team leader
Association rightfully honored ship throughout the Mountain
Pacific seniors Nic Hepner and Pacific Sport Federation (MPSF)
Staff Writer

uary 30,2003
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LLEYBALL from page 20

Photo by Stephen Eakin

Setter Chris Tames wins the joust against BYU while recording 66 assist in the match.

games won against highly
rated BYU. Pacific was led
by sophomore Nils Dauburs
with an astounding 27 kills.
Senior Aaron Wachtfogel
added 16 kills, while senior
Martin Berntsen tallied 15
kills. Senior setter Chris
Tamas tallied 69 assists and
added four aces.
After this difficult loss to
BYU, the Tigers sought re
demption against the visitors
from LaVerne.
Bust out the brooms, Ti
ger fans, because the Pacific
men's volleyball team steam

rolled over the La Verne
Leopards in the cozy atmo
sphere of the Alex Spanos
Center.
The 30-18, 30-28 and 35-33
victory prompted the Tigers
to improve to 3-4 on the
season.
Leading the pack was se
nior Martin Berntsen, who
racked up 15 kills and a .464
hitting percentage. Help
ing him out was junior Sean
Rodgers with 13 kills and
sophomore Nils Dauburs
with 12 kills.

Come on
Down to...
*

Baskin-Robbins

* Mervyn's California

*

Big 5 Sporting Goods

* Nail Galieria

*

Capitol Donuts

* Office Depot

*

Co-op Beauty Supply

* Outback Steakhouse

*

Family Christian Store

* Pier I imports

*

Fashion Focus

* Planet Beach Tanning Salon

*

Friendship Boutique

* Quizno's Classic Subs

*

FuncoLand/GameStop

* RentWay

ir

Golden One Credit Union

* Scrapbook Dreams

Goodwill Store

* Sir Gauuan's Salon

•&

Grocery Outlet

* TepaTaqueria

*

H & R Block Tax Services

* The Avenue

-*r

Ho Ho Express

* 3 Day Blinds

international Imports

* Wells Fargo Bank

Kinko's

* Wienerschnitzel

ic

Photo by Stephen Eakin

Senior Aaron Wachtfogel and Senior Tim Jensen seal the net against
BYU attackers.

MCATWGRE

Classes
starting soon!

Larsen's Hallmark

Visit us at:
www.shopcollegesquare.com

COLLEGE
SQUARE^

GRE

MCAT

February 4

February 3

Sacramento Kaplan Center
955 University Ave.

Call us at 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us
online at kaptest.com today to enroll!
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Junior Gillian d'Hondt provides power
on the court for Pacific basketball.

The Pacifican

Women's Basketball

The Pacific women's bas
ketball team fell to a 5-12
overall (2-4 Big West) with
a 60-55 loss at Long Beach
State (8-8, 5-0) on Saturday,
Jan. 25.
The loss was the Tigers'
fifth consecutive defeat since
rallying to win at Santa Clara
on Dec. 21.
Trailing 57-55 with 8.2 sec
onds remaining in the game,
Pacific junior Gillian d'Hondt
was called for a traveling vi
olation and Long Beach held
on for the victory.

d'Hondt led the Ti
gers with a game high
of 23 points, while fel
low teammate junior
Nancy added 15 points,
including a quartet of 3
point field goals. Junior
Corinne Wong dished
out a season high of
10 assists in the Tigers'
losing effort.
Glory Johnson paced
Long Beach with a team
high of 16 points.
Pacific returns to the
Alex G. Spanos Center
to host UC Riverside
on Thursday, Jan.30, at
7 p.m.

Swimming

The Pacific men's
and women's swim teams
won its dual meets against
UC Santa Barbara.
The
men's team won 11 of the 14
events, as they defeated the
Gauchos 169-94.
The women's team won
10 of 14 events in winning
173-89.
The men's team was led
by senior Filip Wronski who
won three individual events:
100 breast (56.82), 200 breast
(2:05.04) and 200 individual
medly (IM) (1:53.94).
Senior Matt Smart won the
200 free (1:38.23), as well as
the 100 free (46.17).

Junior Matt Mills won
the 200 fly (1:50.61), while
sophomore Vince Martinez
won the 50 free (20.86).
Sophomore JP Russell won
the 200 back (1:51.95), while
senior Peter Richardson won
the 100 fly (50.88).
The Tigers also won the
200 medley relay and the 200
free relay.
The women's team was
led by senior Kristy Mathews
who won three events: the
100 breast (1:06.02), 200
breast (2:18.06) and the 200
IM (2:05.62).
Freslunan Laura McDon
ald won the 1000 free (10:
09.11), as well as the 500 free
(5:01.95).
Junior Robin Errecart won
the 200 free (1:51.38) and the
100 free (51.96), while junior
Shannon Catalano won the
200 fly (2:04.85) and the 100
fly (55.68).
Pacific also won the 200
free relay.
The Pacific men's swim
team defeated Cal State Bakersfield 148-114 and lost to
University of Southern Cali
fornia 170-92. The Pacific
women's swim team fell to
the Trojans 172.5-89.5.
The men's team won four
events. Senior Matt Smart
led the way with two first
place finishes, 200 free (1:
37.78) and the 50 free (20.82).

Senior Filip Wronski won singles matches t0
the 200 breast (2:02.66) and first team victory
placed second in the 100 season.
The duo of fscify
breast. The men's team also
Vincent
Kubler and J
won the 400 free relay.
more
Niclas
CMte
Sophomore Lyndsay Mcan
8-5
victory
ov*jJ
Namee won the 50 free with
Marymount's
Lei
Grj
a time of 23.76.
and
Mike
Wojnaro^
Pacific had eight second
place finishes: junior Sarah the No. 1 doubles
Marshall in the 100 back, while Tiger jtirri- ' I
sophomore Heidi Schmidt in Duong and freshman
the 100 breast, junior Robin Black bested the Liorl
Errecart in the 200 fly, junior 3 doubles team, 8-3,|
Leilani Avilla in the 100 free, Pacific in doubles
In singles
junior Kris Willey in the 200
freshman
Arnar
back, Schmidt in the 200
Duong,
Kubler,
breast and sophomore Sara
earned straight sets s
Houck in the 400 IM.
The Tigers also finished while Black needed t'
to get past Carlos
second in the 400 free relay.
Pacific returns
UC Davis on Sat
Tennis
8, at 1 p.m.
The Pacific men's tennis
team posted a 6-1 non-con
ference victory at
Loyola Marymount
on Sunday, Jan. 26.
With the win, the
Tigers evened their
record at 1-1, while
Loyola Marymount
fell to 2-2.
Pacific claimed
two of three dou
bles matches to
earn the doubles
point. The Tigers
Photo by S»
then
proceeded The Pacific swim teams are having
to win five of six the new year.

Softball 2003: Coming soon to a field near yc
By Krvstine Onqbonqan
Staff Writer

Photo by Stephen Eakin

Senior Estee Okumurg has high hopes for the 2003 softball season.

Dust off your lawn
chairs and coolers;
softball season is just
about ready to begin.
The Pacific Tiger Soft
ball team enters the
2003 season voted to
finish second in the
Big West Conference.
The Tigers are re
turning nine starters
and are coming off a
43-17 season.
Key players re
turning are seniors
Brandy
Thurman,
Aloha
Yamaguchi,
Barbara
Moody,
Estee Okumura- and

Nicole Inouye.
Look to sophomore Mi
chelle Anunciation to pro
vide some offensive power,
as well as junior Jennifer
Dacre on the mound.
The Tigers have gone to
post season play for four out
of five years and are looking
to extend their streak of win
ning seasons.
Last season, the Tigers fin
ished only one game behind
the Big West Champions, Cal
State Fullerton.
The season opener will be
a double-header at Stanford,
versus last year's number
fifthteenth ranked Stanford
team, on Saturday, Feb. 1.
This game will surely be
•exciting,, since- the last, time

the Tigers met the O
was during last year s'
Regionals, where the
fell to the Cardinals 0Home games are
thing to look forward
year, students came
droves and camped i
the grass behind the
Home games give us
thing to do on a Satur.
Sunday afternoon.
Some of you mav re
ber the Men's Voll
team bringing in some:
excitement with their
slip 'n' slide.
So look ahead to the I
first home game, a c
header versus Sacrar
State, on Feb. 4 at 1 p.r

30,2003
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Marketers wanted: Part time
and summer work earn $7-15
hour. In Stockton area. Call
(209)401-8688

espn.com

SAN FELIPE
— GIULL
DRIVE THROUGH FOR FRESH ESPRESSO

Whole Rotisserie Chicken
Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
World's First Oyster Burrito
Grilled Garlic Prawns
Black Beans
Came Asade and Carnitas

CROSSROADS

TRADING CO.
express

We buy your clothes.
No appointment necessary.
We pay before you leave.

CATERING NOW AVAILABLE!
ALL NATURAL BEEF & PORK
OUR LIVESTOCK IS FED THE PUREST NATURAL FEEOS
WE USE ONLY 100% CANOLA OIL
50% LOWER IN SATURATED FAT THAN SOYBEAN OIL.
PEANUT OR OLIVE OIL

1612 PACIFIC AVENUE
{ O N E BLOCK S O U T H OF M A R C H L A N E )

Job
opening
part-time
Wednesday + Thursday 2:
15-5:00. Hours may change,
$10 per hour childcare; 2 girls:
9,12 years old. Call John or
Peggy@983-0808.
Mandarin teacher needed
for busy executive. Emphasis
on conversation and tonal
pronunciation. Flexible hours.
Pay commensurate with abil
ity. $15-$25 a lesson. Contact
Talli 209-727-5415.

(grilled steak a nil roast pork)

PHONE ORDERS * D09) 463-6415

Room for Rent: Furnished
five minutes to campus, safe
Brookside West Area, $425/mo
includes utilities. Large sec
ond floor bedroom, furnished,
nicely decorated. Private bath,
generous closet space, kitch
enette, small office area, lots
of privacy! No smoking, no
pets. Will consider short term
lease This won't last long! Call
now 952-6608.

5756 Pacific Avenue
(Behind Chili's)
Stockton. CA 95207
209,476.1300
www. crossroads t ratling.com

new recycled current women's men's clothes

Condo for rent across from
UOP Pharmacy school. Call
510-547-6430

_ ^PACIFICAN _
Today, Jan. 30
Women's Basketball vs. UC Riverside- 7 p.m.
Men's Basketball at UC Riverside- 7:10 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 31
Baseball vs. Nevada- 3 p.m.
Men's Volleyball at UC Santa Barbara- 7 p.m.

SPORTS

Saturday, Feb. 1
Men's and Women's Swimming vs. CS Northri 9
Baseball vs. Nevada- 3 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. CS FullertonPSoftball at Stanford- 12 p.m.
Women's Tennis at UC Davis- 12 p-rnMen's Volleyball at CS Northridge- 2 p-***Baseball at CS Fullerton- 7 p.m.

Men's basketball destroys Long Beach
Bv Rvan Andress

This win, however, was
more impressive than even
these staggering numbers
can
show. The Tigers played
After losing a close game
Thursday to UC Irvine (62- an excellent team game on
66) at the Spanos Center, the Saturday and showed what
Tigers came into their game a well-balanced team they
against Long Beach State can be.
Everyone seemingly got
on Saturday needing a win
to stop a three game losing in on the trouncing of Long
Beach. Five Pacific players
streak.
Saying the Tigers ac had a 12 points or more,
complished this goal is an led by Demetrius Jackson's
extreme understatement. Pa 16. Christian Maraker, Matt
cific made Long Beach look Kemper and Jasko Korajkic
like they had been out the all pitched in with 13 points
night before in that fun-filled each in the 93-56 slaughter
city we all know as Stockton. ing.
Tim Johnson also had a
At a season high, 3,801 fans
were in attendance to watch significant role, scoring his
season high of 12 points.
the blowout.
The Tigers looked sharp, Maraker and Johnson shot a
shooting a season best, 61 combined perfect 11-11 from
percent, from the floor and the floor Saturday en route to
scoring almost 100 points. the 37 point victory.
Possibly more important
The win moved Pacific to an
overall 9-7 and a 4-3 in the than the offensive perfor
mance, the Tigers turned in
Big West Conference.
Staff Writer

one of the better defensive
performances in recent sea
sons. The team snagged 14
steals, the fourth highest
total in school history.
Demetrius Jackson was a
downright thief, recording
four steals of his own to go
with his 16 points and five
assists.
Tim Johnson got it done on
both sides as well, recording
3 steals and 2 blocks to join
his 12 points.
Jasko Korajkic also pitched
in with 3 steals to give the
Tigers another well-rounded
performance.
To put it
in perspective, the Tigers
scored 21 points in the first
half alone off of turnovers.
This latest win may be just
what the Tigers needed to re
gain some confidence before
they head down south to
play UC Riverside tonight.
Pacific has shown the kind
of un-selfish ball they are ca

pable of play
ing in this most
recent game.
They
will
need to keep
that up as they
enter the up
coming stretch
of three con
secutive
im
portant away
games.
The
only
thing that the
Tigers
will
need to ad
dress quickly is
their free throw
shooting.
Despite the
Photo by Stec -<•
huge margin
Junior Miah Davis runs the offense for Pc:
of victory, the
Basketball in the 93-56 blow out o f t h e g c .
Tigers
shot
10-19 from the stripe (52.6 hold great importar.C:
percent), an effort that has to Pacific's season.
If the Tigers can wir.
make head coach Thomason
next
few games, the B:g
a little nervous.
is
up
for grabs.
These next three games

Volleyball rides high over BYU and La Verne
By Mercy Au-Yeunq
Staff Writer

Senior Martin Berntsen slammed 20 kills in a five game thriller over
No. 5 Brigham Young University.

Houston Rocket's head
coach, Rudy Tomjanovich,
put it best when he said,
"Never underestimate the
heart of a champion."
The Pacific men's vol
leyball team proved that no
obstacle is too great as they
rallied from a 2-0 deficit to
defeat No. 5 Brigham Young
University (BYU) in five
games (24-30, 28-30, 30-28,
30-28, 17-15) at the Alex G.
Spanos Center.
After falling behind in the
first two games, the Tigers
must have pounded some
Red Bulls on the sidelines as
they fought back to capture
the final three games of the
match including an actionpacked fifth game.
The Tigers success can be
attributed to a well- balanced
plan of attack. Senior setter
Chris Tamas kept BYU block
ers guessing all night long by
feeding numerous attackers.

Along with ball distribution,
Tamas recorded five
total
blocks on the night further
frustrating the BYU offensive
strategies.
Freshman Nils Dauburs
exploded out of the gate
pounding down 20 kills for
Pacific while patrolling the
net against BYU attackers.
Senior Martin Berntsen pro
vided Pacific with persistent
leadership while slamming
down 20 kills.
Senior Aaron Wachtfogel
had yet another dominant

night for the Tigers as i
corded 19 timely kills :
Pacific in the match. S
setter Chris Tamas h.
match high of 66 assists
After a huge victorv :
first match against BT L
Tigers had the tables tu
as BYU stole the match
Pacific in five
game:
37,29-31,30-19,30-28,1
The Tigers race
two game to zero le
ing them five
con:

VOLLEYBALL see

ATHLETE OF THE W E E
Name: Nils Daubun
Year: Freshman
Sport: Volleyball
Nils Dauburs recorded a total
kills in three matches against £T
and La Verne.

